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IMPORTANT NOTICE
The purpose of this white paper is to present STOREDIG Shop and DIGS (Storedig
Token) to potential token holders in connection with the proposed ICO. The information
set forth below may not be exhaustive and does not imply any elements of a
contractual relationship. Its sole purpose is to provide relevant and reasonable
information to potential token holders in order for them to determine whether to
undertake a thorough analysis of the company with the intent of acquiring DIGS.
Nothing in this white paper shall be deemed to constitute a prospectus of any sort or a
solicitation for investment, nor does it in any way pertain to an offering or a solicitation
of an offer to buy any securities in any jurisdiction.
This document and information contained herein may not be sent and or
addressed wholly or in part, directly or indirectly, to any person in the United
States, New Zealand or the People’s Republic of China, or any other jurisdiction
in which it would be impermissible or restricted to offer, distribute, purchase,
sell or retain cryptography tokens.
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PROBLEM
Fake & unsafe items
Many digital product marketplaces do not check authenticity and security products sold
in their stores. thus making buyers feel deceived by the product purchased, and
sometimes there are many buyers who buy digital products, one of which is software,
after the buyer installs the software, it turns out that the software contains viruses,
malware, etc. that can damage the buyer's computer system.
Customer Services
By far the biggest complaint users currently have with existing online shop is poor
customer support. The issues are many and include long times withdrawal fund for
seller, Refund, login issues, unanswered support tickets and buyers and sellers need a
professional customer support experience.
Difficulties in payment
Difficulties in payment are one of the biggest problems for buyers, many digital product
marketplaces that only have 1 to 3 payment methods. one of them is credit card
payment and payment between countries. not all buyers have credit cards, so it is very
difficult for users to buy digital products they want. from this problem, disappointment
arises.
Fake Review
In addition to payment problems, fraud problems are based on a fake review of a
product. with a lot of fake reviews, make buyers feel disappointed for the items they
buy because they do not match the description and so forth. because this review is
very important in any online store that can make buyers feel confident with the product
and decide to buy it.
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INTRODUCING STOREDIG SHOP
STOREDIG is the next generation of digital product market platforms. STOREDIG The
store will provide many features for buyers and sellers, such as payment channels with
cryptocurrency (DIGS, BTC, ETH, BCH, etc..), full-time customer services, original
reviews, original and safe products.

FEATURES
Website user friendly
As a digital product marketplace, we offer a simple and modern web site display,
making users very easy to access and explore our stores without difficulty.
Secure payment
As a step to secure your funds, we use blockchain technology so users feel safe when
buying and selling transactions in our shop.
Fast and reliable customer service
When users feel there are obstacles, we are ready to serve your complaints that you
can send to email, chat services or ticket services and soon we may resolve your
complaints.
DIGS Rewards
To provide your convenience in our store, to loyal users. Every month we give DIGS
tokens that you can use to shop, claim discount coupons or advertise in our store.
No fees
There is no fee that we sell every item.
No Fake reviews
In order to increase buyer satisfaction and trust, we will select and review reviews that
are inappropriate and incite buyers.
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MARKETING MODEL

Event
We have planning to make event, holder event on our platform, everyone or
every month for users. one of them "Get Free Paid Product"
Referral Program
In addition to large paid marketing drives, useful referral programs it has been
implemented, we will give a 25% reference bonus if your referral buys products in our
store.
Storedig Token
The Storedig Token being generated for the ICO will be tradable on any exchange
willing to list it, and certainly on existing decentralized Ethereum token exchanges.
Each holder of Storedig Token is involved with the success of the exchange, which will
create a natural viral effect as more people buy, sell, or hold.
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Storedig TOKEN
Storedig is a fully audited Ethereum based ERC20 utility token that is used for
exchange fees on the Storedig Exchange. As an ERC20 token, Storedig Token can be
traded on Storedig Exchange as well as any cryptocurrency exchange supporting
ERC20 based tokens.
Token Details


Name

:

STOREDIG



Tickers

:

DIGS



Decimals

:
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Smart Contract : 0x46f176bb03176c64ded76f69421bac9bde570fa7



Token Type

:

ERC-20



Supply

:

600,000,000 DIGS

Token Allocation
%

Amount DIGS

Participant

60%

360.000.000

ICO

20%

120.000.000

Development

10%

60.000.000

Team

10%

60.000.000

Airdrop & Bounty

Value of DIGS
DIGS be can use to pay any fees on our platfrom :


Shop at STOREDIG



Exchange discount coupons



Advertise fees

Funds Usage


Funds will used to development Storedig platfrom and perform upgrades to the
system, which includes team recruiting and training.



Funds will used to marketing and branding Storedig, including promotions and
educations of Storedig and blockchain innovation industry.



Funds will be kept in reserve to cope with any emergency or unexpected situations.
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ROADMAP

TOKEN SALE INFO
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STOREDIG
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